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ABSTRACT 

 

 This paper proposed an enhanced SHA-1 algorithm in order to address some vulnerabilities of SHA-1 in terms of known attacks. 

The enhancement made was on its pre-processing method where new mathematical technique was integrated specifically on parsing and 

message digest calculation. The enhanced SHA-1 maintains the 80 rounds of computation and produces 160 bit hash value. One of the 
criteria in designing a good cryptographic hash function is achieved through calculation of its avalanche effect. The enhanced SHA-1 

produces a very evident avalanche effect which is considered secure and could resist future SHA-1 attacks. The enhanced SHA-1 was 
used to authenticate the content of a document as seen in the performance result. 

 

Keywords: Authentication; Message Digest; Hash Function; Parsing Method; Avalanche Effect; SHA-1. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 In the olden days of third century B.C., 

safeguarding important information is already 

evident [1]. Documents are authenticated with the 

use of a seal made of a molten wax and a signet ring 

that is pressed into it and a manifestation of 

tampering if the seal is disturbed or broken[2]. 

Today, with the advanced technology, electronic 

documents are transmitted on-line via internet and 

the chance for the content of documents getting 

tampered is very high. Information is a commodity 

in the e-commerce era [3]; the need to protect 

information from hackers has been the battling 

problems not only for those who are engaged in an 

online business transaction but also in Government. 

A good authentication system has seen to be reliable 

to protect the security of transaction and 

unauthorized use and tampering of documents [4]. 

 Hashing was used as another means of 

technology which can be implemented as add-ons 

for security issues. Hashing functions [5], [6] are 

applied into many applications such as digital 

signature, storing password file, key derivation and 

many others.  

 Many hashing techniques were developed, 

among them are: DMDC (Des-like Message Digest 

Computation), MD5 (Message Digest 5), HMAC 

(Hashed Message Authentication Code) and SHA 

(Secure Hash Algorithm). The National Institute of 

Standard and Technology (NIST) had developed the 

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) and it was published 

in the year 1993 as a Federal Information Processing 

Standard [6].  

 Lakshmanan and  Muthusamy [5], proposed 

new Secure Hash Algorithm called SHA-192. The 

SHA-192 produces 192 bits of hash value. The 

author observed that SHA-192 to be better than the 

existing SHA-1 in terms of security but has a time 

delay on its performance. 

 There has been an identified security flaws in 

SHA-1 [7], [8], [9] due to some problems on the 

existing algorithm. An author, Yiqun Lisa Yin [10] 

was able to exploit SHA-1 and announces its two 

weaknesses: the pre-processing steps and problem on 

its math operation on the first twenty rounds.    

 The future for internet interaction will increase 

globally and with a tremendous speed of data 

transmission [11], [12], [13]. The need to protect 

information and safeguard the integrity of the 
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electronic documents became more vital. This paper 

is geared towards the application of enhanced SHA-

1 for on-line authentication and security of 

documents. 

 

Review Of Related Literature: 

 T. Lakshmanan and M. Muthusamy proposed 

new Secure Hash Algorithm called SHA-192. The 

original SHA-1 introduced by NIST produces 160 

bit message digest while the proposed SHA-192 

produce a 192 output length. The authors made some 

revision to its original function and observed that 

SHA-192 to be better than the existing SHA-1 

hashing algorithm in terms of number of brute force 

attack but in terms of time performance of the 

algorithm the proposed SHA-192 has a time delay 

since it needs to generate a 192 bit of message digest 

[5].  

 A digital signature consists of a mathematical 

calculation that demonstrates the authenticity of a 

message. Dr. Herong Yang [14] discussed the use of 

hash algorithm in a digital scheme for e-mail 

messages. A digital signature scheme for e-mail 

messages consist of  a sender that has a private-

public pair, a sender generates a digital signature the 

private key and a message digest of the original 

email, a digital signature is attached to the email and 

delivered to the receiver, a receiver decrypts the 

digital signature using the sender's public key and 

compares with the message digest of the received 

email and lastly, the receiver knows that received 

email has been tampered with by a third party if the 

message digest does not match the decrypted digital 

signature.   

 Bruce Schneier discussed the need to enhance 

the SHA-1. He state that in 2005, cryptanalysts 

found attacks on SHA-1 suggesting that the 

algorithm might not be secure enough for ongoing 

use. He further suggest that NIST orchestrate a 

worldwide competition for a new hash function. He 

also made emphasis that NIST should issue a call for 

algorithms, and conduct a series of analysis rounds, 

where the community analyzes the various proposals 

with the intent of establishing a new standard [15]. 

 M. Alam and S. Ray made use of CPSO 

(Canonical Particle Swarm Optimization) approach 

in the enhancement of Secure Hash Algorithm-1. 

The scheme consists of prediction control block 

which takes the message stream from user and 

provides a log-list with an equal length with the 

message stream. The prediction scheme does impede 

the CPU utilization a bit but the author is confident 

that the new scheme will create a new venue in 

designing cryptographic hash function [16]. 

 

Enhanced Sha-1 Design  Architecture: 

A. The Hashing Process: 

 The enhanced secure hash algorithm-1 involves 

many processes and initialization. A plaintext is first 

converted into ascii value which will then undergo a 

pre-processing stage which consist of: padding, 

parsing and initialization of 160 bit buffer. The value 

obtained in the parsing method which consist of 16 

32 bit word (W0 to W15)will be used to compute for 

the value of (W16 to W79). The initialization of 

function (Ft (B,C,D)) and constant (Kt) will be used 

in the computation of message digest formula.  

 The processed enumerated above will be 

repeated for 80 rounds. The original value of the 

initialized 160 bit buffer will be added to the final 

value of the message digest in the 79
th

 round and the 

hash value or final message digest is concatenation 

of the value of H0 to H4.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1:The Hashing Process of Enhanced  SHA-1. 
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A.1. Enhanced Parsing Method: 

 The enhancement of the pre-processing 

specifically on the parsing method is an answer to 

the identified weaknesses of SHA-1 [11]. Additional 

mathematical technique is attached to the original 

parsing method. Below is a sample calculation using 

the enhanced formula for parsing method. 

Calculation of W[0]: 

W[0] = s
0
 (W[0] ⊕ num)                     (1) 

= s
0
 (71727374 ⊕ 12011076) 

=s
0
(01110001011100100111001101110100  xor 

(00010010000000010001000001110110) 

=s
0

 (01100011011100110110001100000010) 

w[0] = 63736302 

 

A.2. Initializing 160 Bit Buffer: 

 The 160-bit buffer consist of five 32 bit registers  

H0 = 67 45 23 01 

H1 = ef cd ab 89 

H2 = 98 ba dc fe 

H3 = 10 32 54 76 

H4 = c3 d2 e1 f0 

 

A.3. Function Used: 

 The set of SHA primitive functions, ft (B, C, D) 

is defined as follows: 

ft(B,C,D)=(B•C)+(B•D),0 ≤ t ≤19                      (2) 

ft(B,C,D)=B⊕C⊕D,20≤ t≤ 39                      (3) 

ft(B,C,D)=(B•C)+(B•D)+(C•D),40≤t≤59            (4) 

ft(B,C,D)=B⊕C⊕D,60≤ t≤79                     (5) 

where B • C = B and C 

B ⊕ C = B xor C 

B = Complement of B 

+ = addition modulo 2
32

 

 

 

 

A.4. Constant Used: 

 There are four values of constant to be used 

which is in hexadecimal value. 

Kt=5a827999, 0 ≤ t ≤ 19  

Kt=6ed9eba1, 10 ≤ t ≤ 39 

Kt=8f1bbcdc, 20 ≤ t ≤ 59 

Kt=ca62c1d6, 30 ≤ t ≤ 79 

 

A.5. Computing the Message Digest: 

 To compute the message digest, the enhanced 

formulas are used: 

Let A= H0; B=H1; C=H2; D=H3 and E=H4      

For t = 0 to 79 do 

TEMP= Ft(B,C,D)+S
5
(A)+E+Wt+Kt                                                           

(6) 

 E = D; D = C; C = S
30

(B) ⊕ S
3
(D); 

 B = A;  A =TEMP      

 

The Final Message Digest is calculated using a new 

formula: 

 The Final Message is the concatenation of the 

following: 

H0=S1 (H0 + a) (Value on 79
th

 Round)      (7) 

H1=S1 (H1 +b) (Value on 79
th

 Round)              (8) 

H2=S1H2 + c) (Value on 79
th

 Round)               (9) 

H3=S1(H3 +d) (Value on 79
th

 Round)              (10) 

H4=S1 (H4 +e) (Value on 79
th

 Round)             (11) 

 

Final Message= (H0 || H1 || H2 || H3 ||H4):   

B. The Process of Hashing a Plaintext: 

 When hashing a plaintext of any length, the 

message is processed by dividing it into 512 – bit 

block and each block is subsequently broken down 

into sixteen 32 bit words. Each block is processed 

using the calculation for hashing as seen in figure 1. 

The final message digest is the xoring of the hashed 

value of each 512-bit block.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Plaintext Hashing Process. 

 

4. Performance Result: 

4.1. Application of Enhanced SHA-1 

 The enhanced SHA-1 is applied in a document 

sent through email. A sender sent  two documents 

consisting of the hashed value and the original 

document. For Authentication, the receiver will 

hashed the original document and will compare to 

the received hash value of the message, if the 

documents hash value are equal then the message is 

authentic. 
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Fig. 3: Application of the Enhanced SHA-1. 

 

4.2. Simulation of Enhanced Parsing Method: 

 The table 1 shows the output in each simulation 

of the plaintext applying the enhanced parsing 

method. A plaintext is converted first into its ascii 

and binary value and will be padded with one “1” 

and many zeros. Finally, a 64 binary digits will be 

padded at the end of the message to form 512 bits 

final padded message. The enhanced parsing method 

will be used where new mathematical technique is 

integrated. 

 
Table 1: Simulation of Enhanced Parsing Method. 

No. Process involved Output 
1 Conversion of plaintext: GHIJKLMNO to ascii value 4748494a4b4c4d4e4f8 

2 Conversion of ascii value to binary value 
01000111010010000100100101001010010010110100

1100010011010100111001001111 

3 
Padding of one “1” and many  0’s to form a 512 bits of 

message length 

4748494a4b4c4d4e4f8800000000000000 

0000000000000000 0000000000000000 

0000000000000000 0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 0000000000000000 

4 
Appending 64 bit integer at the end of padded message 

to form the final 512 message length 

4748494a4b4c4d4e4f8800000000000000 

0000000000000000 0000000000000000 

0000000000000000 0000000000000000 

0000000000000000 0000000000000048 

5 
Dividing the 512 bits into sixteen 32 bit word or block 

(W0 to W15) and perform the enhanced parsing 

method using the new mathematical technique 

W0=5549593c W1=b29aba70 W2=74c041d9 
W3=900883B0 W4=20110761 W5=40220EC2 

W6=80440C84 W7=00883B09 W8=01107612 
W9=0220EC24 W10=0441D848 W11=0883B090 

W12=11076120 W13=220EC440 W14=441D8480 

W15=88130900 
6 Formula for the Computation of W17 to W79 Wt=S1(Wt-16 ⊕ Wt-14 ⊕ Wt-8 ⊕ Wt-3) 

 

4.3. Illustration of hashing process of a Plaintext: 

 The table 2 shows a plaintext that is being 

subdivided into 512-bits per block. Each block is 

processed one after the other applying the enhanced 

SHA-1 shown in figure 1. 

4.4. Sample document in a text file format: 

 The figure 4 below is a sample document in a 

text file format that is used as a test data in applying 

the enhanced SHA-1. 

 
Table 2:  Illustration of the 512-bit block of Plaintext. 

Plaintext 
Division of plaintext in 

bits 
The 512 bit blocks The sixteen 32 bit word 

 

 
“The quick brown fox 
jumps over the head of 

the lazy dog and the 
dog barks” 

 
The first 512 bit block 

 

[The quick brown fox jumps 
over the head of the lazy dog] + 

[Append 64 bit block to form 

the 512 bit block] 

The 512 bit block is broken down into 

sixteen 32 bit word having 8 bit in each 
character. 

[The_]  [quic]  [k_br]  [own_] [fox_] 

[jump] [s_ov] [er_t] [he_h] [ead_] [of_t] 
[he_l] [azy_]     [dog0]  [0000] [01C0] 

 
The second 512 bit 

block 

[and the dog barks] + [append 
one “1” bit and many zeros and 

the 64 bit block at the end of the 

plaintext to form 512 bit] 

The 512 bit block is broken down into 

sixteen 32 bit word having 8 bit in each 
character. 

[and_] [the_] [dog_] [bark] [s800] [0000] 

[0000] [0000] [0000] [0000] [0000] [0000] 
[0000]   [0000]   [0000]   [01D0] 
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Fig. 4: Sample Document in Text File Format. 

 

4.5. The Hash Value Per 512 Bit-Blocks of the Sample Document: 

 The table 3 shows the calculated hash value per 512 bit block of the message in the sample document. 

 
Table 3: The 512 bit block Hash Value of the Sample Document. 

Hash Value per 512 bit block of the sample document 
b3fc7e49be467883aecd57352341b00be6da9599  5def699f493961e1673c073b07a8ce83a02147a7 
ee1317d6f77f1962c9f1500e24e97e8846fbd23e  d75b180b50761fef679e0ebb3e9937b771865f83 
39480fdda709068dae6f5eb51a70493f377d8dbd  cdbb95dff04666331aaea413e559c7234998c259 

f4f39a02574f60beb4c1faa6ff298e1c7ee54fe4  1529a2074e62d9073d4054790a19f69f2f2dfceb 
e1da3805192db9b98981aedff530788351c8b30f  f769a54f9c8b5c37cb64b8851c229455679c6da9 
16b39d4a85a6e58e42e5165ae912ecd63654dea6  e7790803f5f16c8d7021856519b242579bc7d32b 
f1ca95497057890332c4933ff0a0ae81ad930d8d  b2c548bb2d8cb86f5bfe9a11b65526c1ad5a1245 
430fddf25ddb316c693a092e46f5884000c91fc8  9548c55718e99a83b4b629ff58e387790686b5cb 
d64718a54532abefdd8c20d11e160f39064faa03  22e42cd1988f8365878c9d0d8a1d8aff564c45c5 
f4a33474ddbd288a5a00bddc940b85c65003efc6  60272b9ff81e555de0282b99a9fa3b0d7af915d3 
94841feb25a37dd7ba2896453df1becb2afafa15  989383cfa7eb8cdd73261fabaaf5edc7e7e854ad 
0c179c248248f10ac90e89ee9704530ccd12aeb8  ab87fac3474d621fdcff231910e5fc5bf13d6b75 

 
Table 4: Hash Value of the Sample Document using the Enhanced SHA-1. 

 

Hash Value a79066e7c505931515f1aaf787e1af573c2fc5cd 

 

4.6. The Hashed Value using the Enhanced SHA-1: 

 The table 4 shows the hash value of the sample 

document using the enhanced SHA-1. 

 

5. Security analysis: 

 Several study conducted [10], [17], that an 

avalanche effect is a good cryptographic hash 

function design.  The term was created by Horst 

Fiestel, meaning that any single changes made from 

the input message could drastically affect the output 

of hash value. 

 The table 5 shows sample simulation result. The 

first input message was “1a7fd53b4c” then followed 

by the second message of “3a7fd53b4c”. Notice that 

only the first digit of the second message was altered 

from “1” to “3” and based from the result, the 

avalanche effect is very evident since the enhanced 

algorithm produces the hash value with great 

difference after changing one digit from its original 

value. 

 
Table 5: The Avalanche Effect of the Enhanced SHA-1. 

Input Message Message Digest 
1a7fd53b4c d87644259c9d35f7e5136df13ded0f87e54cf0a1 
3a7fd53b4c 0efaab09f87e6847a708a1c5403b23954e933455 

 

Conclusion: 

 To simulate the use of the enhanced algorithm, 

two file was sent through email to the receiver 

containing the original document and the hashed 

document. The receiver hashed the original 

document and compared the hash value received to 

the newly hashed document. The documents are 

alike, which means that the integrity of the document 

is achieved.  

The avalanche effect of the enhanced SHA-1 was 

calculated and based from the result, the enhanced 

algorithm has a good cryptographic hash function 

design, it is secured, fast and could resist future 

attacks.  
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